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Background: Over the past few centuries, philosophers have proposed various solutions based on introspection, which is used to find evidence and refute speculation in their thinking research. Nowadays, with the significant progress of knowledge and research tools, the progress of neuroscience has revealed some brain processes behind human thoughts and emotions, which can provide useful insights for us to study brain related problems. With the rise of psychology, we have a better model to study the logic behind human emotion.

Research objects and methods: When analyzing the significance of neural basis discovery and related mechanism of cognitive behavior intention of others, this paper carefully points out that this correlation can not fully explain the understanding of others' thinking. On the contrary, this correlation only plays a minimal role. The author further discusses the Epistemological Characteristics of other psychological knowledge. In other words, as a kind of private knowledge, the experience of others can achieve relatively consistent understanding and communication through the public expression and description of psychological state; In addition, the PRCA-24 table contains four subscales, each with six entries, which are used to measure the degree of communication in group discussion, conversation between two people, participation in meetings and public speech. When the total score is measured, the subscale score can be obtained. The scale adopts a 5-level scoring system (1 = very agree, 5-very disagree). Subscale scores ranged from 6 (low communication fear) to 30 (high communication fear). The total score ranges from 24 to 120. There are some large sample norm about PRCA-24 table. McCrokey used the total score of PRCA-24 to distinguish the degree of communication fear, and specified that less than 52 points are low fear and more than 79 points are high fear.

Result: However, it is impossible to truly understand the thoughts of others, because conscious experience only exists in the strict sense of owner, and the unique quality within the subject cannot be measured from the perspective of a third party. Results: Our results showed that although there was a positive correlation between promoting anxiety and understanding ability, it was not statistically significant (P > 0.05). In human psychological anxiety, debilitating anxiety dominated, and the results were statistically significant (P < 0.01). This means that debilitating anxiety can be used as an indicator to measure the level of human anxiety. The results show that there is a negative correlation between listening anxiety and listening performance. Pearson correlation in high anxiety group was significantly higher than that in low anxiety group. This shows that the party who can't understand others well is more anxious than the party who can understand others well.

Conclusion: In this sense, the so-called perception of others' thinking is not to seek a causal explanation of others' behavior, but to explain the meaning expressed by others under specific circumstances. Finally, the society should strengthen positive cognitive education, carry out targeted education for relevant personnel, correctly guide positive emotions, turn some anxiety and impulsive emotions into rational motives, and guide them to carry out relevant activities according to their own advantages and characteristics. Set an example, clarify the incentive objectives, regularly hold relevant knowledge popularization, experience introduction, project display and other activities, set a successful example for positive emotions, clarify the objectives of positive activities, form strong psychological motivation, stimulate internal potential and help realize positive behaviors. Strengthen professional guidance and make the motivation of winning the bid behavioral. Give full play to social potential and have high psychological quality and professional knowledge in business field. Experts and scholars can be organized to establish a professional bid winning guidance team, give full play to the business projects of experts and scholars in their respective fields, and carry out scientific research on entrepreneurial projects.
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Background: The era of Internet entrepreneurship is an era of “technology orientation, knowledge iteration, highly skilled talents and mode fixation”, which challenges the original entrepreneurial education modes of experience (family), imitation (enterprise) and knowledge (University). Under the background of “structural entrepreneurship”, we need to break the threshold of “value creation” within the main body of education. Therefore, the emotional regulation ability and mental health of educational groups in the network era are particularly important.

Research Objects and Methods: This paper takes the theme of entrepreneurship education as the research object. From the perspective of value network theory and mental health, through case study and theoretical analysis, this paper theoretically deduces the “reconstruction of logical starting point relationship and value co creation” under the background of entrepreneurship education, mainly focusing on three aspects: (1) logical starting point: the driven change of innovation and entrepreneurship market; (2) Relationship reconstruction: the structural connection of the main body of entrepreneurship education; (3) Value co creation: benign improvement of the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education. This paper also uses the method of questionnaire to investigate the emotional micro behavior of entrepreneurship themes in different regions of China. The adoption of entrepreneurial anxiety scale is produced in the process of compiling self-awareness scale, which contains 6 items. A score of 0 indicates a low degree of focal deficiency and 24 indicates a high degree of focal deficiency. Cheier and Carver (1985) noticed that subjects without college education often have difficulties in understanding some items in the original scale, so they revised the scale to make it more understandable. The contents of the items in the social anxiety scale in the new scale have not changed, but their words have some minor modifications. At the same time, the score is also changed to 4-level system (0: not like me at all, 3: very like me). The scale scores range from (low anxiety) to 18 (high anxiety). The correlation coefficient between the revised scale and the original scale was 0.86. This chapter includes the original scale and the revised scale respectively. The average of 179 male college students assessed by the original scale...
Activation, not specific action trends, and do not produce specific emotion trends; Positive emotions are only accompanied by general negative emotions evolve gradually in the environment of dealing individuals adapting to the environment. It is worth mentioning that investment. This study believes that emotion is generated by individual emotion and negative academic emotion on online learning. In addition to the particularity of online learning environment, the difference of emotional efficacy plays a partial mediating role in the impact of negative academic emotion and negative academic emotion on online learning investment. This result does not support Fredrickson's view that “positive emotions are associated with specific action tendencies”. In addition to the particularity of online learning environment, the difference of emotional nature plays an important role in the direct impact of positive academic emotion and negative academic emotion on online learning investment. This study believes that emotion is generated by individuals adapting to the environment. It is worth mentioning that negative emotions evolve gradually in the environment of dealing with survival threats, and are more closely related to specific action trends; Positive emotions are only accompanied by general activation, not specific action trends, and do not produce specific actions. Therefore, in the online learning environment, the positive academic emotion mainly affects the online learning investment by activating the individual's sense of learning efficacy, while the negative academic emotion not only directly affects the individual's online learning investment, but also indirectly affects the online learning investment by weakening the sense of learning efficacy.

Conclusion: The change of entrepreneurial market driving force gradually weakens the central advantage of the original subject of entrepreneurial education, making the experience advantage, imitation advantage and knowledge advantage in various entrepreneurial education unable to support the entrepreneurial behavior in the network era. Driven by “technology, mode and utility”, it is necessary to reconstruct the three interrelated modes of entrepreneurial education. Namely “core enterprise introduction (agglomeration), first-class university spillover (diffusion), sharing platform interaction (integration)”. So as to create three benefits after reconstructing the subject relationship of entrepreneurship education: rapid response to the advantages of network structure, symbiotic and mutual ecological effect, and multiple superimposed value creation system. Finally, strengthen positive cognitive education, carry out targeted psychological counseling for online educators, correctly guide positive emotions, turn some blind and optimistic impulsive emotions into rational motives, and guide them to carry out relevant activities according to their own advantages and characteristics. Set an example, clarify the incentive objectives, regularly hold successful model sharing, experience introduction, project display and other activities, set a successful example for positive emotions, clarify the specific objectives of entrepreneurial activities, form strong psychological motivation, stimulate internal potential and help realize positive behavior. Strengthen professional guidance and make the motivation of winning the bid behavioral. Give full play to the talent advantages under the Internet mode, enhance the degree of group intelligence, professionalize the knowledge in the business field, and form obvious talent and intellectual advantages. Experts and scholars can also be organized to establish professional staff psychological counseling teams, give full play to the business projects of experts and scholars in their respective fields, and carry out scientific research on entrepreneurship projects.
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Background: Chinese groups are prone to stress when facing life problems such as learning tasks, employment and marriage, resulting in more and more groups suffering from anxiety, insomnia, emotional disorders and other problems. There are also some students who are under great pressure in an increasingly competitive environment, suffering from depression and suicidal tendencies. Relevant research shows that art education is conducive to alleviate the anxiety and anxiety of groups and promote the development of